
Advanced Performance Concepts 

Reference Source 

● Pilot’s Handbook of Aeronautical Knowledge 

o Pages 11-5 to 11-11, “Performance” through “Region of Reversed Command” 

Study Questions 

1. Which of the following are considered to be performance characteristics of an airplane?   

(Check all that apply.) 

□ Body color 

□ Rate of climb 

□ Range 

□ Seat fabric 

□ Landing distance 

□ Payload 

2. Select the answers to make the statements below true. 

An airplane’s performance results from the combination of aircraft/ pilot  and powerplant 

characteristics.  The aerodynamic characteristics of the aircraft generally define the power 

and thrust  required / created  at various conditions of flight (such as climb, descent, turns…). 

The airplane’s ability to meet this requirement is determined by the  weight / characteristics 

of the powerplant and its ability to generate power and thrust. 

The matching of the aerodynamic configuration (aircraft) with the powerplant is accomplished 

by the manufacturer to provide maximum performance at the specific design condition (e.g., 

range, endurance, and climb).  It is  through / beyond  this combination of power and thrust 

required, and power and thrust available that the  activated / resulting  climb, range, 

endurance, and speed characteristics are determined. 

3. For an airplane to remain in steady, level flight the powerplant thrust must equal 

a) weight. 

b) parasite drag and induced drag. 

c) the rotational drag of the propeller. 
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4. (Refer to Figure 11-5)  At what airspeed would induced drag be at its maximum? 

a) At 0 knots 

b) At stalling speed 

c) At a level cruise power setting 

5. An airplane will achieve its maximum level flight speed when the _______________ required equals 

the maximum thrust available from the _________________. 

6. What is the difference between the terms “power” and “thrust”? 

a) These terms are synonymous. 

b) Thrust is used exclusively to describe Jet airplane performance whereas power is used to 

describe propeller driven airplane performance. 

c) Thrust is a force exerted on an object whereas power is the motion a force creates on an 

object over time. 

7. An airplane needs only 110 horsepower to maintain level flight, but the engine and propeller can 

produce 195 horsepower.  What can the reserve power be used for? 

a) Increased speed on descent 

b) Reserve fuel for longer flights 

c) Climbing 

8. Select the answers to make the statements below true. 

Climb performance that may allow an airplane to climb over obstacles is maximum 

Angle of Climb (AOC) / Rate of Climb (ROC)  and is obtained at  V
Y / V

X  whereas maximum 

Angle of Climb (AOC) / Rate of Climb (ROC)  obtained at  V
Y / V

X  provides climb performance 

to achieve greatest altitude gain over time. 

9. Maximum AOC occurs at the airspeed and angle of attack combination which provides the 

maximum excess 

a) thrust. 

b) power. 

c) RPMs. 

10. (Refer to Figure 11-8.)  Where is most excess thrust found at? 

a) At the airspeed where Thrust Available and Thrust Required lines intersect 

b) At the airspeed where Thrust Required is at a minimum 

c) At an airspeed below L/D
MAX which is frequently just above stall speed 
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11. (Refer to Figure 11-8)  In the graph of Thrust vs Velocity (TAS) for propeller airplanes (graph on the 

right), why does the thrust required (labeled T
R) increase exponentially as velocity increases? 

a) To go faster you need more thrust. 

b) Thrust must overcome drag, and drag increases exponentially as velocity increases. 

c) The viscosity of the atmosphere changes as velocity increases. 

12. (Refer to Figure 11-8)  If an engine can turn the propeller at the same speed regardless of wind or 

airspeed in flight, why does the Thrust Available (labeled T
A and shown in red) decrease as 

airspeed increases? 

a) The engine actually turns the propeller slower at high airspeeds. 

b) Faster airspeeds can only be reached by descending. 

c) The extra push that the propeller can give to air molecules decreases as the air molecules 

come at the propeller at higher airspeeds. 

13. When excess thrust is at its greatest, the airplane can climb at the greatest 

a) airspeed. 

b) engine RPM. 

c) climb angle. 

14. Maximum Rate of Climb occurs at an airspeed and angle of attack combination which provides the 

maximum excess 

a) excess thrust. 

b) excess power. 

c) RPMs. 

15. (Refer to Figure 11-9)  V
Y is determined by comparing Power Available (labeled P

A and shown in 

red) and Power Required (labeled P
R and shown in brown) and finding the airspeed at which excess 

power is at 

a) its highest. 

b) its lowest. 

c) zero. 

16. An increase in altitude will 

a) increase both the power required and the power available. 

b) increase the power required and decrease the power available. 

c) decrease both the power required and the power available. 

17. (Refer to Figure 11-10)  V
X is found to 

a) increase with altitude. 

b) decrease with altitude. 

c) decrease with altitude, but increase with airspeed. 
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18. (Refer to Figure 11-10)  V
Y is at its highest for any given aircraft when the aircraft is operated at 

a) the service ceiling. 

b) higher altitudes. 

c) sea level. 

19. The altitude at which the airplane can not climb is called 

a) terminal altitude. 

b) absolute ceiling. 

c) pressure altitude. 

20. “Service ceiling” means the altitude at which 

a) V
X and V

Y meet. 

b) VFR cruise flights can occur. 

c) the airplane is unable to climb faster than 100 feet per minute. 

21. The term range involves consideration of flying 

a) time. 

b) distance. 

c) speed. 

22. The term endurance involves consideration of flying 

a) time. 

b) distance. 

c) gross weight. 

23. To achieve maximum endurance, the flight conditions must provide 

a) minimum airspeed. 

b) greatest ground speed. 

c) minimum fuel flow. 

24. (Refer to Figure 11-11)  Maximum endurance is found at the airspeed requiring the minimum 

amount of 

a) power. 

b) flaps. 

c) pitch angle. 

25. (Refer to Figure 11-11)  Maximum range is found at the airspeed with the 

a) maximum lift/drag ratio. 

b) lowest induced drag. 

c) smallest angle of attack. 
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26. An unusual flight condition exists while flying in the region of reversed command because it 

actually takes more power to fly at a ______________ airspeed. 

27. Which phrase would you guess is occasionally used by pilots to refer to the region of reversed 

command? 

a) Soft spot 

b) Critical angle 

c) Backside of the power curve 

28. (Refer to Figure 11-14)  The lowest point on the power required curve is the dividing line between 

______________ and is where you would get the best _________ speed. 

29. An example of operating in the region of reversed command is 

a) an airplane performing low, high-pitch, short-field landing. 

b) an airplane performing a cruise climb. 

c) an airplane performing a V
Y takeoff. 
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Assignment Answers 

Answers 

1. Performance characteristics include: 

□ Body color 

⌧ Rate of climb 

⌧ Range 

□ Seat fabric 

⌧ Landing distance 

⌧ Payload 

2. Aircraft; required; characteristics 

through; resulting 

3. b 

4. b 

5. power or thrust; powerplant 

6. c 

7. c 

8. Angle of Climb (AOC); V
X; Rate of Climb (ROC); V

Y 

9. a 

10. c 

11. b 

12. c 

13. c 

14. b 

15. a 

16. a 

17. a 

18. c 
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19. b 

20. c 

21. b 

22. a 

23. c 

24. a 

25. a 

26. slower 

27. c 

28. region of reversed command and normal command; endurance 

29. a 
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